a guide to aquatic renewable energy technologies

Run-of-River
Resource Location

Energy Source
Run-of-river energy is derived from the hydrological
cycle. Solar energy heats the earthÕs surface
producing water vapour which then cools and
condenses in the atmosphere to produce rain and
snow. When this falls on high lands the water flows
back down to the sea via streams and rivers. This
kinetic energy and gravitational potential energy
of the water due to elevation drop (i.e. height
difference, or head), is used by run-of-river
technologies to generate power.

Run-of-river power plants, unlike conventional
hydroelectric power plants, have very little or no water
storage capacity, so are best located on rivers with a
consistent and steady flow. Areas with the best resources
are those which offer suitable elevation drop, high annual
precipitation rates, and good sized catchment areas
from which water will drain into the rivers. Therefore,
mountainous countries with sufficient rainfall have
particularly high resource levels.
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Key energy processes are shown over the landscape below.

The strongest currents in a
river are located in the centre
and close to the surface,
where they are not slowed
by friction with the river banks
and bed.
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The larger the elevation drop
of a river over a set distance,
the greater the energy
in the water flow.
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As water flows around a bend in a river it accelerates
around the outside of the bend, with slower moving
water flowing around the inside of the bend.
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Technology Scale and
Deployment Arrangements
Weir type and diversion run-of-river power plants are single installations, while kinetic
energy run-of-river power plants consist of modular devices which may be installed
as a single device or as an array of several devices. Their power output will vary
greatly depending on the location, local power consumption and available resource.
They generally range in size from tens of kilowatts in micro- and mini-hydropower
plants, to several megawatts in small hydropower plants.
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History and Development
Technology
Types
River hydro-energy
power plants are
classified as run-of-river
when there is no
significant storage of
water. Generally, they
utilise the unregulated
flow of water to generate
energy, however some
run-of-river power plants
include a low dam (weir)
which at most will allow
the daily regulation of
flows.
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There are three general
types of run-of-river
technology: weir type
plants, diver sion
plants, and kinetic
e n e r g y d ev i c e s :

For over two thousand years, wooden water
wheels located on flowing streams and rivers were
used to provide mechanical power to grind grain
in water mills. Over the centuries, applications for
water wheels expanded and they were used in
various industries, such as paper-making, textiles,
and iron working, and by the end of the 17th
century became the main source of mechanical
power in Europe. Water power played an important
role early in the Industrial Revolution, but by the
beginning of the 19th century the growth of coalfired steam engines put the future of water power
into doubt.

Weir Type Plants Ð Rivers are dammed with a weir to
create a small reservoir and head of water. The water is
allowed to flow through low head turbines housed in the weir
to generate electricity. In these plants the outflow is virtually
the same as the inflow, and the water is returned directly to
the river without altering the existing flow or water levels.

Diversion Plants Ð A portion of the river is channelled
through a canal or penstock (a pipe), to convey the water
from the intake to the powerhouse where the turbines are
located. The powerhouse is located onshore as far downhill
from the intake as possible in order to exploit the greatest
head. The water is then returned to the river downstream via
a tailrace.
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Then, in the 19th century, a series of discoveries
and developments were made that would lead to
the re-birth of water power. Modern, highly-efficient
water turbine designs emerged and electric
generators were developed. The massive growth
in demand for electricity by the turn of the 20th
century resulted in the construction of numerous
electric power plants, many of them
water powered.

Kinetic Energy Devices Ð These devices are installed
directly into flowing water to capture the kinetic energy. They
include underwater turbines, oscillating hydrofoils, and venturi
devices (see: Tidal Stream Technology Types for more
information). Kinetic energy devices Ð also known as water
current turbines, hydrokinetic devices, and free-flow
hydropower devices Ð can also be used in the flowing waters
of ocean currents, tidal streams, and in manmade channels
or conduits.
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